151 Fleet Road, Fleet, GU51 3PD
01252 614066

Fireworks at Tackle Up Fleet - 2018 Price List
Code Firework

Time Noise
(secs) level

Description

Price (£)

Boxes
Small selection box with nothing noisy - ideal for small
children - 15 fireworks

B1

Mighty Box

Quiet

£12

13 assorted roman candles, mines, fountains and a
catherine wheel

B2
B3
B4

Bonfire Party Box

Medium £18

Silver Box

17 better quality fireworks for graden display with 375g
NEC in each box includes mines, cones, fountains and a
wheel

Medium £29

Gold Box

23 better quality fireworks for garden display, multi shot
cakes, 2 wheels, cones, fountains and mines 550g
NEC

Medium £40

Great value selection, of 33 fireworks, colourful and
noisy ones!

B5

Bonfire Mega Mix

B7

Tungsten Box

B8

Presidential Box

Medium £49
9 larger garden fireworks in a box for great value mines, shot tube batteries and fountains 581g NEC
35 bigger fireworks - barrages, mines, roman candles
and wheels

Medium £65

Medium £89

Wheels
W2

Gforce/Destiny

Very pretty wheel - long lasting - lots of colour

50 Quiet

£9

W3

Diamond Sun

Long lasting, original german 'pin' wheel. Great quality

85 Quiet

£14.50

Individual Fireworks
L1

Snappy Day

100 shot crackling, bursts stars. Packs a punch for a
small firework!

30 Medium £6

L2

Blizzard

Spray fountain of red, lemon & blue, silver to yellow,
green red silver purple florals. Very colourful

50 Quiet

£6

L3

Leaping Lizards

80 Quiet

£8

L4

Wonderful Waterfalls

45 Quiet

£8

L5
L6

Button Moon

Lovely long lasting quiet roman candle - ideal better
quality fountain than you will find in selection boxes
Super silver and crackling white & gold volcano roman
candles PACK OF 2 - a firm favourite
Multi shot bursting colour stars - small firework - big
impact! 3 for £20

25 Medium £8

Multi shot bursting silver and pink stars that light up the
sky! 3 for £20

25 Medium £8

L7

Immortal Jellyfish
Snowflake to
Avalance!

L8

Air Raid

L9

Hokus Pokus

150 shot tracers & screamers
Lovely long lasting fountain with a surprise big crackling
mine and flower finish

Mexican Wave

A quieter mine cake that erupts at ground level, suitable
finale cake for young children

L13

Angel Dust

Unusual fan effect ground launching silver starry
display, packs a punch!

L15

Jumping Jelly Beans

Unique weird blobby bouncing multi colour fountain

L12

Lovely white starbursts with white tips, with great "hang
time" 3 for £20

25 Medium £8
35 Loud

£8

45 Quiet

£9

20 Quiet

£9

25 Quiet

£9

45 Quiet

£10

L16

Lemon Bombard

25 shots of rising tails with lovely lemon coloured bursts

30 Medium £12

L17
L18

Exploding Cherries
Proton Bomb

25 red tailed rising to cherry red bursts with crackle
16 twin sir bombs burst with colour!

25 Loud
25 Loud

£12
£15

L19

Star Gazer

25 golden waves changing in to red, green and blue
bombards

25 Loud

£15

L20

Whispering Charm

27 shot lovely quiet display, fountain with flying fish,
mines and silver tail comets with falling leaves

50 Quiet

£15

L21

Traffic Lights

45 Quiet

£15

L23

Space Blitz

320 shots! Red, gold and green stars - long lasting
19 big shots silver tailed comets with red green and blue
peony bursts !

35 Loud

£18

L24

Strike a Rose

25 shot loud and pretty cake with crossettes and lovely
red and pink bursts

25 Loud

£18

L25

Satans Polar Battle

35 Loud

£20

L26

Razzle Dazzle

All action 70 shot barrage or multi colours and bangs!
49 shot strobing stars bursting with brocades with
crackles and colour changing bursts

L27

Tube Mine

Large, huge single shot mines, vertical column bursting
with multi effects -

40 Medium £22
£25ea 2
for £45
4 Loud

L28

Blue Moon

36 shots alternating blue mine, blue tail to blue falling
leaves, blue comets, blue florals

40 Medium £29

L29
L32

Coral Sea
Sphinx

L33

36 shots alternating pink mine, pink tail to pink falling
leaves, pink comets, pink florals
300 vertical shots , blue & red stars

40 Medium £29
30 Medium £32

Obelisk

300 vertical shots of beautiful multi colour tipped stars
and comets in a quieter display

45 Medium £32

L34

Rip & Roaring

TWO VARIETIES of - 50 shot fast firing display with big
impact trailing silver tails burst into big starbursts
building to a lovely multi barrage finale!

30 Loud

£38ea 2
for £69

L36

Diamond Princess

30 Loud

£38

L37

Vampire Hunter

50 Loud

£38

L38
L42
L43
L45

L46

Ascension

28 huge colour bursts in one firework - very pretty
36 shot Barrage of assorted colour bursts in this great
value cake
Superb and unusually coloured firework with blue and
lemon stars with blue, lemon and silver stars with
crackling finale!

50 Loud

£42

Midas Touch

49 Superb red palms, white strobes with purple and
lemon bursting into silver spiders trailing with a willow
burst finale

75 Loud

£59

Alchemy

49 shots, green to lime dahlias, pinkto white strobes
with red bursting stars to silver tailed crackling flower
finale

75 Loud

£59

Hobgoblin

81 shots, red & blue star with strobes, blues, reds,
greens & silver palms. A great mix

95 Loud

£59

Accolade

150 vertical firing red, yellow and green display with
silver tails, crosettes, strobes, crackles, and flowers - a
really lovely combination display in one

L47

Warlord

L48

Encore

100 shot all action barrage - hold on to your hats! It’s a
big bold battery!

Get ready for a 100 shot all action barrage of noise and
colour! Palms with crakcling bursts, strobes and

115 Medium £69
50 Loud

£69

60 Loud

£69

L49

Distant Thunder

61 big loud shots with varying bursts from monster
30mm tubes - RRP £99.99 - our price £75

80 Loud

£70

120 Loud

£75

Armageddon 500

Armageddon by name for a reason - this 500 shot great
value 2 minute firework rotates through a great mix of
ground firing and starbursts, mines and stars

Raging Vortex

56 x 30mm tubes = fun! - lots of tailed spinners with
alternating crosettes, strobes and whistles with willow
bursts

50 Medium £75

The Vindicator

48 shot lovely large multi coloured bursts, stars,
crackles

55 Loud

£79

L53

Apostles Creed

Unusual variety fan wide firing fireworks with stars
bursts whistling spinners and strobing star trails! A real
sky filler!

65 Loud

£85

L54

Masquerade

L55

Dancing Fireflies

L56

Fireworks Crazy!

L50
L51
L52

L59
L60

L61
L64

L65

L66

L67

L68

Raging Inferno
Hercules

Redemption
Beat Thy Neighbour!

Signature

Maximum Showtime!

Rapid firing 180 shot display strobes burst into peonies
with whistles building to an intense crackling finale.
A "serene" display firework with pretty colours but
without loud noises, waterfalling strobes, blue tails, red
falling leaves and fan shaped silver finale
100 shot loud barrage with multiple bursts, spinners,
whistles and crackling finale!
80 shot barrage display with high power bursting stars
and peonies mixed with loud bangs!
67 shot big punching brash finale display - fast firing
bursts light up the sky in a great display!
Fan burst from the ground firing up into huge willows
with long "hang time" looking like giat spiders - big big
bursts
3 fireworks in 1! Three large display cakes fused
together for a mixed firework 106 shot display from one
ignitiion!
A large battery of 225 shots firing vertically with varying
'narrow' fan arrangements. Offering a multitude of
differing coloured comets, bombards, bombettes, fish,
falling leaves, cascades and waves. Finishing with a
whistling and strobe finale.
3 fireworks fused into a single display - 233 big display
shots of varying stars, bursts, fans, bombettes and
crackles progressing through 3 different phases building
to a lovely finale!

Kudos

An elegant start of Golden Willows and large split
crossettes. Large silver whirls to red flying fish, red
point crossettes and snow bombards with blue pistils
and crazy screamers. A sequence of red tailed loud
King whistles followed by big silver willow bursts, each
with a different coloured pistil centre. Finishing with a
screeching Finale.

Pyro Pyro

Superb triple firework display - 3 fused together big
impact cakes deliver a professional quality display with
one ignition! Its got everything and then some ! Colour
noise variety and cracking finale!

Code Firework

Description

Sparklers

75 Medium £85

60 Quiet

£85

70 Loud

£89

50 Loud

£95

60 Loud

£99

50 Loud

£99

120 Loud

£130

90 Loud

£150

180 Loud

£199

180 Loud

£250

180 Loud
Time Noise
(secs) level

£275
Price (£)

Large Sparklers (10)
Large Coloured
Sparklers

Monster Sparklers
Monster Coloured
Sparklers

Pack of 10x10in Sparklers - amazing value !

£1.50

Super coloured sparklers - beautiful pack of 4

£1.50

18in sparklers pack

£2.00

18in coloured sparklers pack of 6

£3.00

Time Noise
(secs) level

Code Firework

Description

R1

1.3G Super single rocket !! 4 effects

Price (£)

Single Rockets

R2
R3
R4

R5

R6

Typhoon

Brimstone
Proton
Double Break

Raptor
King/Rocking Robot

1.3G Kimbolton top quality rockets - 4 effects

1.3G 4 new varieties for 2018
1.3G Double Burst big rockets !!

1.3G Best quality german flashburst rockets - 4
varieties
1.3G super power biggest bursting, highest flying
rockets!!

Loud

Loud
Loud
Loud

Loud
Loud

£10
£18ea 4
for £60
£19ea 3
for £50
£20

£22ea 4
for £75
£25ea 2
for £45

Rocket Packs
RP1

RP2

Siren Rocket pack

Centaur Rocket pack

RP3

Heat Seeker

RP5

Nemesis Attack

RP6

Cyclops

RP7
RP8
RP4

Night Raiders
War Hawks
Blast Off

5 assorted garden rockets great value

8 bigger garden rockets, glitter, chrysanthemum
and crackling
5 1.3G flash burst loud colourful rockets at a great
price!

5 bigger garden rockets - mixed effects
Great value garden rocket pack - 11 rockets with
mixed effects
NEW 5 x high flash 1.3G rockets in a pack - big
mixed effects for great price!
Customer Favourite! - Big bursting, big 1.3G
effects - 5 rocket pack
12 super 1.3G flash rockets for garden displays
that don’t mind noisy rockets!

Medium £8

Medium £15

Loud

£16

Medium £19

Medium £24

Loud

£24

Loud

£25

Loud

£25

RP9

War Hawks 2

RP10 Power Pulse
RP11 Rocking Robots

big 1.3G effects in a douple bursting version - 5
rocket pack
24 great value rockets in four sizes to make an all
in one rocket display
Pack of two 1.3G super rockets

Loud

£29

Medium £45
Loud
£45

Other Items
Portfires (pack 3)
Rocket tubes

Professional lighters burn hot; ideal for fireworks
and very good for lighting sparklers
Spare rocket tubes

£2.50
£1.25

Novelties
Squidgy flash star
necklaces

Soft so safe for children bright flashing soft star on
necklace

Glow necklace

22in - safe connection

6in glow sticks

Variety of colours - very bright

£1.50
80p ea

£1.20
5 for £5

